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Abstract—In this work, we investigate the performance of
distributed admission control with QoS provisioning and dy-
namical channel allocation for mobile/wireless networks. We
first provide a QoS metric feasible for admission control with
dynamically allocated channels. We then derive a criterion
analytically using the QoS measure for distributed call admis-
sion cent rol with dynamic channel allocation. When maximum
packing is used as the dynamic channel allocation scheme, the
results obtained are independent of any particular algorithm
which implements dynamic channel assignments. Our results
thereby provide the optimal performance achievable for the
distributed admission control with the QoS provisioning by the
best dynamic channel allocation scheme in the given setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges in providing multi-media services over
wireless networks is lhowto support the guarantees of Quality
of Service (QoS) with the limited capacity. Call admission
control is needed to meet this challenge. As various dynamic
channel allocation (DCA) algorithms have been developed for
admission control, little has been done on assessing the perfor-
mance gain achievable by DCA with QoS provisioning. The
goal of this work was to investigate this fundamental issue by
providing answers to, two questions: What is the best achiev-
able utilization under a given QoS constraint by distributed
admission control with dynamically assigned channels? How
much gain can DCA provide compared to fixed channel allo-
cations (FCA)?

In cellular systems, a geographical region is split into cells,
each containing one base station. When a new call request
is made at a cell, a decision can be made on either accept-
ing or rejecting the call at each base station, and a chan-
nel can be assigned to the call admitted. This results in a
distributed admission control strategy which can be applied
to every cell (base station). Such a strategy is suitable for
large wireless systems with a changing topology. The admis-
sion control scheme we considered in this work falls into this
category. Two factors determine an admission decision: (1)
the availability of a channel at a cell, and (2) the QoS con-
straints. Channels are made available at each cell by channel
assignment schemes based on co-channel reuse constraints[l].
Under such constraints, two classes of channel assignment al-
gorithms have been widely investigated: FCA and DCA [2].
In a FCA scheme, a set of nominal channels are permanently
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assigned to each cell. An arriving call can only be accepted
if there is a nominal channel available in that cell. Due to
the temporal and spatial variations of the traffic in cellular
systems, FCA schemes are not able to attain a high channel
efficiency. To overcome this, DCA schemes have been studlied.
Unlike FCA, in DCA, all channels are kept in a central pool
to be shared by all calls in every cell. A channel is eligible for
use in any cell provided the co-channel reuse constraint is sat-
isfied. Many researchers ([1] [2][3]) have given comprehensive
overviews on existing algorithms for channel allocation.

In the previous work, DCA and QoS provisioning have been
investigated in two separated contexts. On one hand, a lot of
channel allocation schemes have been investigated for how to
assign channels specifically. There, QoS has not been taken
into consideration. On the other hand, channel allocation
schemes which have included the QoS provisioning are for
FCA alone [4][5]. In particular, distributed admission control
with FCA [5], namely FCA-QOS, has been analyzed with a
QoS constraint on the hand-off dropping probability for dis-
tributed admission control of cellular networks with homo-
geneous traffic. It remains an open question how to analyze
the performance of DCA with QoS provisioning in the ,con-
text of distributed admission control. Moreover, FCA with
QoS was considered under spatially uniform traffic ([4] [5]).
Non-uniform traffic patterns have not been taken into con-
sideration.

The focus of this work was on providing answers to such
an open question by analyzing the performance of distributed
admission control with the QoS provisioning and DCA un-
der both uniform and non-uniform traffic conditions. Two
challenges accompany this investigation. The first challenge
results from the fact that the performance gain varies with re-
spect to different DCA algorithms. Therefore, how to derive
a general formulation to characterize the performance gain of
DCA with QoS becomes difficult. Another challenge is that
the QoS measure used for FCA may not be feasible for DCA.
How to define a QoS metric in the paradigm of DCA becomes
an open problem.

To provide a general formulation on analyzing the perfor-
mance gain of DCA, we focus on bounding the performance
of DCA with the QoS provisioning for distributed admission
control by considering the best DCA scheme rather than in-
vestigating a specific DCA algorithm. This is accomplished
by using maxzmum paclctng (MP) [6] as the DGA scheme.
As will be seen later, MP allows as many shared channels as
possible under a reuse constraint. The results thus obtained
provide the performance achievable by the best DCA scheme
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and are, therefore, independent of any particular algorithm
which implements specific dynamic channel assignments. We
will derive analytically an admission control policy with DCA
under the QoS constraint. WJewill show that the derived ad-
mission control policy leads to 1770– 30% increase in utiliza-
tion compared to FCA-QOS under various traffic conditions.
The results thereby provide the maximum possible increase in
utilization by any DCA scheme compared to the FCA scheme
in the same setting.

This paper is organized as follows. First the cellular sys-
tem considered in this paper is described in Section II. A dis-
tributed call admission control policy with the ‘(best” DCA
scheme, namely DC A-QoS, is then proposed in Section III.
The implementing details of the admission policy are derived
in Section IV and Section V. In section VI, we compare the
performance of the DCA-QOS with the FCA-QOS analytically
through examples. [n Section VII, we compare the perfor-
mance of our DCA-QOS with the FCA-QOS numerically. We
conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. THE CELLULAR SYSTEM

CdlTmnmwes

SGmhandoffs
call.4mvals

Fig. 1. 1-D Cell Array

We consider one-dimensional cellular systems with DCA as
a channel allocation scheme. Referring to Fig. 1, we denote
Cj as cell j, and nj (t) as the number of users in cell j at time
t, forj c {z–2, i–l, z,2+l, i+2}. We assume that C, is the
cell where a call admission request is made. New call arrivals
are assumed to be l=oisson distributed with the arrival rate
~, in C’,. Call lasting time is assumed to be exponentially
distributed with the mean l/p. Inter-handoff time is also
assumed to be exponentially distributed with the mean 1/h.
Furthermore, new call arrivals, call hand-ups and call hand-
offs are assumed to be mutually independent both within a
cell and among cells. There are L!l distinct channels in the
system. The channell reuse distance is assumed to be 2, i.e., a
channel can be reused in every other cell. Two adjacent cells
can support up to &f calls simultaneously.

III. OPTIMAL DCA SCHEME: MAXIMUM PACKING (MP)

To bound the performance which is independent of specific
channel assignment algorithms, we chose MP. This was moti-
vated by the fact that MP is an idealized DCA algorithm. It
was assumed that a new call would be blocked only if there
was no possible m-allocation of a channel to the call, includ-
ing re-allocating calls in progress, which would result in the
call to be carried. MP does not depend on any algorithm
which implements the assignments of channels, and thereby
provides the best performance a DCA scheme can possibly
achieve in a given setting.

Due to MP policy, a call will be accepted in cell C’z at time
t provided

nj–l(t) +nj(t) < M, forj = i, i+ 1, (1)

is satisfied after the call is accepted. If the above co ndi-
tion is not satisfied, i.e., if by accepting the call, Equ. (1)
is violated, channel resource is going to be overloaded. ‘The
probability for such an event to occur is denoted as the over-

load,probability P~O)(t)at cell Ci at time t,i.e. 1,

‘R)(t)}‘
P(o) (t) = Pr {OIL) (t) U 0,%

where O(L) (t) = {iV_l(t) + N,(t) > M}, Of R)(t) =
{Nz+l(t) +’N,(t) > M}. Nj(t) is the number of users in
cell Cj at time t, j = i – 1, i, i + 1. Since Equ. (1) only in-
volves the number of calls at the current and the neighboring
cells, it is distributed in nature.

A. Distributed Call Admission Control with the “Best” L~CA

We defined our admission control policy to be consistent
with FCA-QOS but extended for dynamically assigned chan-
nels. Referring to Fig. 1, a new call is admitted to cell CZ at
time to if and only if the following admission conditions are
satisfied:
1. At the current time to,the number of calls in cell C, and
its adj scent cells will not exceed the total number of channels
in the system. In other words, Equ. (1) for MP strategy need
to be satisfied at time to. This ensures that there is a channel
available for the new call. If this condition is considered alone
without QoS constraints, no QoS is enforced, and we encl up
with the original MP.
2. At the future time tl (= to + T), the predicted overload
probability of cell C,, Yj G {i – 1, i, i + 1} is bounded by a
given QoS threshold; i.e., -

~(o)(tl [tO)< ~QoS,J
Vj6{i–l, i,i -

where

{
P(0)(tl\t~)~ Pr OjL)(tl) U OjR)(tl)J

1}, (2)

Al(to) } , (3)

Aj(to) ~ {Nj-l(to) = nj-l, Nj(to) = nj,

~j+l(tO) = nj+l}. (4)

iVj (tl ) is the number of users in cell C3 at time tl. Then some
channels will be reserved for hand-off calls in the future. The
number of channels reserved by the policy is not a constant,
but determined by the number of users in cells Cj, where

~ c {Z – 2,i– l,i, i+ 1,2+2}. This ensures that QoS will be
maintained in cell Ct.

1Randomvariables and constants are denoted by capital letters. Ob-
served values are denoted by small letters.
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A hand-off call is accepted by cell C, if and only if Equ. (1)
is satisfied. This means a hand-off call is accepted as long as
the channel reuse constraint is not violated.

The admission policy was implemented in two steps. One
was to derive a QoS threshold PQO,S.Another was to evaluate

the overload probabilities P~O)(tI Ito), for j e {i – 1, i, i + 1},
respectively.

IV. A QoS MEASUREON DCA FOR ADMISSIONCONTROL

A commonly-used QoS measure is the hand-off dropping
probability. Such a measure was used in the FCA-QOS as a
threshold on the highest tolerable hand-off dropping proba-
bility. Since the hand-off dropping probability was difficult
to evaluate directly, a threshold was used on the overload
probability instead. As will soon become clear, this measure
is not able to provide the QoS for the case of DCA, where
the contribution of new calls to the overload probability is
too significant to be neglected. Although a weighted sum of
the blocking probability and the hand-off dropping probabil-
ity has been used to circumvent this problem [7], a weighting
factor has to be determined, which can be somewhat arbi-
trary.

We took a different approach to derive a QoS measure for
the case of DCA through analyzing the contributions of the
blocking and the hand-off dropping probabilities to the over-
load probability. Using our QoS measure, we will show that
a QoS threshold on the hand-off dropping probability alone
will not be optimal as long as the blocking probability to new
calls is not negligible. We will also show empirically that the
QoS measure we obtained leads to an almost guaranteed QoS
on the hand-off dropping probabilityy under both uniform and
non-uniform traffic conditions.

A. Deriving a QoS Measure for DCA

What should be an appropriate QoS measure (PQOS) for
the distributed admission control with dynamically assigned
channels? We claim that a logical choice for PQOSis

PQO,S= (1– @PBQoS + /3PDQoS, (5)

p=L.
l+ CI!’” “=

I/h
(l/p–l/h)(l–PBQ.S) “ (6)

PBQOSand PDQOSare the given QoS thresholds on the block-
ing and hand-off dropping probabilities. p and h are the call
hand-up rate and call hand-off rate, respectively. ,B is the
weighting factor defined in Equ. (6).

To explain how such a PQOSis derived, we note that since
PQOS is a bound on the overload probability, a meaningful
expression for PQOS should be obtained through analyzing
how the overload probability relates to the blocking and hand-
off dropping probabilities.

Let new and nho[ be the number of new call and hand-
off call requests. Let nB and n~ be the number of blocked
new call requests, and the number of dropped hand-off call

requests, respectively. Then the frequency POof the overload
probability P. can be expressed as

P. =
nB + nD

n~ew + nh~
_ (nB/nnew)(nnew/nhrJ) + (n~/n~~)

(nn.W/nh~) + 1 “

x is the frequency PB of the blocking probability PB for
anew
new call arrivals. Similarly, ~ is the frequency PD of the
hand-off dropping probability PD. If we let & = =, we can
obtain

P. =
@B + &

(7)
6!+1

When the number of calls defined is large, the frequencies
will approach the corresponding probabilities. If we assume
also that & approaches a quantity a, we can obtain

P. =
d’B + PD

cl!+l
(8)

We can then choose a QoS threshold to have a similar ex-
pression, i.e.,

PQoS = (1 – p) l’BQOS + ~ l’DQos, (9)

where ~ = &. PBQOSis the desired blocking probability
threshold. PDQOS is the commonly-used QoS threshold for
the hand-off dropping probability. These two quantities are
usually given as the QoS requirements in practice. Here we
use a different quantity a’ rather than a, since the parameter
a in Equ. (8) was difficult to be measure directly, and needs
to be approximated.

To find a reasonable approximation for a, we replaced n~.W
and nh~ by their expected values E[nneW] and E [nh~], respec-
tively. Then E[nneW] = M, where t >0 is the observing time.
If we assume that both E[n new] and E[nh~] are the expected
number of new and hand-off requests at the entire systern2

E[nhd] % E[n..W](l – PB)
l/u – l/h

l/h ‘
(lo)

where E [nn~w](1 – PB ) is the expected number of accepted

new calls, *3 of hand-offs for a call. a? can be chosen
as

E[nn.W]
o!’ =

E[nhd]

l/h

% (l/p - l/h)(l - p~QoS) “
(11)

Inserting Equ. (11) into Equ. (9), we have the QoS measure
(threshold), PQ.s, completely specified.

2This assumption is made by the motivation that a QoS threshold is
defined for the system rather than for each cell. Then each base-station
can try to perform the best admission control possible to achieve the
QoS. .

3Assuming l/w > I/h, i.e., hand-off rate is higher than hand-up rate.
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B. Examples

To examine whether such a QoS measure is meaningful, we
consider three examples.

. Example 1: PBQOS<<1.
Our QoS measure shown in Equ. (5) is a weighted sum of de-
sired thresholds on blocking probabilityy (P~QOS) and hand-
off dropping probability (PDQOS ). The weighting factors
(1 – @ and ~, however, are nonlinear in terms of PBQOS.
When PBQOS<<1, the weighting factor reduces to a constant

l–~%~, where ~ can be interpreted as the probabil-

ityy for a call to be handed off. A large ,6 (and thus a small
1 – ~) indicates that calls tend to be handed off frequently.
That is, handoff calls are a major factor to cause the load
at a cell. Therefore, PDQOS is weighted more than PBQOS
in PQO,S.Otherwise, new calls would contribute more signif-
icantly than handotl calls in overloading a cell, and PBQOS
will be weighted more heavily.
This example shows that our derived QoS measure is more
general than a commonly-used weighted sum of PBQOS and
PDQOS,where the weighting factors were usually chosen in an
ad hoc fashion.
● Example 2: PBQOS= O.
When PBQOS= O, no call should be blocked. Then PQOs =

pD@s
1/h +1. For this case, since PQO.g< PDQOs, if we choose a

,,/,, —,/,)
\-/e ../,.,

threshold PDQOS on the hand-off dropping probability alone
as the QoS threshold, we would have a looser control over the
desired QoS. PQOSG PDQOS, only when the hand-off happens
more frequently than a new call arrival. i.e., 1/h << 1/~ so

that & z O. In other words, the threshold PDQOS

on the hand-off dropping probability alone is a good QoS
measure when PBQOS is very small and the hand-off occurs
much more frequent]y than a new call arrival.
. Example 3: PBQOSz 1.
In this example, no constraint is enforced on the blocking
probability. This results in 1 – ~ x 1, thus PQo.g R 1. This
simply means that no QoS constraint is enforced.

V. EVALUATING THE OVERLOAD PROBABILITY

The second step towards implementing the admission pol-

‘o)(tllto),foricy was to evaluate the overload probabilities, P$
j G {i – 1, i, i + 1}. Since these probabilities have a similar

form, we only need to evaluate Pjo) (tl Ito). Using the model
given in Section II, we obtained an expression of the overload
probability for DCA-QOS in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: 4
Let M be the number of channels in the system. Let

n~(to)the number of users at cell C%at time to. At time

tl (~ to+ T), let N, (t1) be the number of users in cell C’z.

Define l?%(k) ~ Pr {N%(tl)< k IN,(to)= rz,(to)}to be the
cumulative distribution function of Ni (t1) with initial value
Nt (to) = nt (to). Then with DCA7 the overload probability at
cell Ct is

4Due to the page limit, most of the proofs are omitted

P:”)(tllto) =

1 – ‘&l(M- k) ~Ft+l(M – k) (F’i(k) – F,(k– l)).
k=o

(12)
Intuitively, the second term of Equ. (12) sums up all pos-

sible non-overloading combinations, thus the overload proba-
bility can be expressed in Equ. (12).

Since P~O)(tl Ito) depends only on &’_l(k), F’,(k), and
I?z+l(k), we focused on evaluating Fi(k) alone. F,_l (k) and
F,+l (k) can be evaluated similarly. l?,(k) is determined by
its probability mass function Pr{Ni (tl ) = k INi (t. ) = n, (to)}.
Such a probability can be evaluated based on the given tri~ffic

model as given in Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2:

Pr{N,(tl) = k \N,(to) = ni(to)} =
k–n, (t~)

()(A’l)(to)+AjO’(to))T Wo) 2 ,e- ‘
A(o)(to)t

(13)

where lk (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind

of order k. A:l) (to)and ~~o)(to)can be regarded as the equiv-
alent arrival and departure rate to and from cell C’t,

~!~)(to)= A, + (n,.-l(to) + n,+l(to)) h/2,a (14)

(15)A(o) (to) = n,(to) (p + h).
When !!’, the prediction interval, is small, the Bessel func-

tion lk (x) can be approximated as Ik (z) % ~,r~~+l), for

z ~ O, k >0. We have a simpler expression for Equ. (13),
Corollary 1: For T A O,

Pr{Nt(tl) = k I N2(to) = n,(to)}

{

(1) &n,(io)/[k _ n,(to)]! k ~ nz(to) ~16~
~z (~, T)%

tO)T)nt(tO)-~/[n,(to) – k]! k < n,(to)cl%(Ai

is a normalizing factor. ~(~), and ~~o) are shown in

Equ. (14) and Equ. (15), respectively.
The validity of Poisson-1ike approximation will be further

discussed in Section VII-C .
Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have the expres-

sion for the overload probability P$O) (t 1Ito ) at cell C,. The
other two overload probabilities can be obtained similarly.

In general, these overload probabilities can not be sinlpli-
fied to closed-forms. But they can be evaluated numerically,
and compared with the QoS threshold l’Qos. If P~O)(tl [to) <
PQO,Sare satisfied for all -j G {i – 1, i, z + 1}, a new ca,ll is
admitted. Otherwise, the call is rejected.
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VI. COMPARISONWITH FCA: ANALYTICAL RESULTS FCA-QOS. Hence, the DCA-QOS performs better than the

In order to understand intuitively the advantage of using FCA-QOS in light traffic. Intuitively, when a cell is lightly

DCA as opposed to FCA, we simplified the overload proba-
loaded, there is a lot of room for the DCA-QOS to adapt

bilities for FCA-QOS and DCA-QOS under some special cases
itself to traffic variations, hence outperforms the FCA-QOS.

so that the results can be more intuitive to be understood.
It should be noted that if no QoS is considered, the results
shown in Equ. (19) and (20) will reduce to those given by

A. Overload Probability for the FCA-QOS Kelly[8]. -

Using the definition of F%(k), we can easily obtain the over- C. A Svecial Case: Heavv Traflic
load probability for the FCA-QOS.

. .“

Lemma 1: Let M be the number of channels in the system,
Does the DCA-QOS always perform better than the FCA-

each cell is assigned ~ channels. Let ni (to) be the number
QoS? To answer this question, we compared the overload
probabilities between the FCA-QOS and the DCA-QOS un-

of users at cell Ct at time to. At time tI (S to + T), let der such an extreme heavy traffic condition that if accepting

N, (t1) be the number of users in cell C~. Define F,(k) ~ a call, the cell C’, would use up almost all of its available
Pr {N, (t1) < k IN,(ti)= n,(to)} to be the cumulative distri- channels.
bution function of Ni(tl)with initial value Ni(to)= n,(to). If T is small, Equ. (16) can be approximated as
Then with FCA policy, the overload probability at cell C’i is

Pr{N~(tl) = klN, (to) = ni(to)}

{
p(o)(tl [ to) = Pr Nz(tl) > ~ / N%(to) = nt(to)

}

{

A(~)T + o(T) k=?zt(tl))+l
2

% 12–Ajl)T – A~O)T + o(T) k = n,(to) (21)

= 1 –F,(%) (17) A(0)T + o(T)% k = n,(to) – 1.

The result given by Equ. (1;) means that under our system
model, the overload probability for FCA is determined by
the availability of channels in the cell and traffic parameters,
such as call arrival rate, hand-off rate and hand-up rate. It
is noted that such an overload probability is exact whereas
the one derived in \5] is a special case of Lemma 1 which
approximates F3( ~ ) by a Gaussian distribution.

B. A Special Case: Light Tra@c

When the system is lightly loaded, i.e., the number nj (to)
of existing calls in a cell is small, for j < {i – 1, i, z + 1}.
Equ. (16) is reduced to

In the case of the FCA-QOS, when n, (t. ) = ~, substituting
Equ. (21), (14) and (15) into Equ. (17), we have

P(”)(tllto)

—— A;% + 0(7’)t

‘( )A + ~ (nz_l(to) + n,+l(to)) T + o(T), (22)

where we assume A, = A, for all i, for simplicity.
In the case of the DCA-QOS, when n,_ 1(to) + n,(to) =: M

and n,+l(to) + n,(to) = Al, by inserting Equ. (21) (14) (15)
into Equ. (12), we have

(1) T + ~$r)T + @T + O(T)Pr{iVt(tl) = k I N,(to) = n,(to)} P(O@o) = L1‘2

()
k

~(I)T
%

,fork =0,1,2,. . . (18)
= 3(A + ~(n,-2(t0) + n2-l(tO) + 2n1(t0) +

% “- k!
n,+l (to)+ n,+2(to)))T + o(T). (23)

For the sake of simplicity, we assume the arrival rate of If we regard ~(n,-1 (to) + ni+l(to)) in Equ. (22) and
new calls at all three cells is the same, i.e., At = ~. Since ~(n~_z(to) + n,-l(to) + 2nz(tO) + n~+l(to) + n,+z(to)) in
nj (to)’s (j = i – 1, i, i + 1), are small, the influence of hand- E
offs can be neglected. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

qu. (23) as two estimates to the sample mean of number
of existing calls in each cell, and denote the mean as E, then

that aj ~ a, for j =: z – 1, Z,z + 1. The overload probability Equ. (22) and (23) can be rewritten as follows

can be simplified as the following form,

P(o)(tlIto) = (A+ h7i)T + o(T), (24)FCA – QOS : ,. .

FCA – QoS : F!o)(tllto) = a=+ o(T~+l), (19) P(0)(tlltO) = 3(A + hR)T + O(T). (25)DCA – QoS : ,

DCA – QoS : Fqtllto) = ~aw By observing Equ. (24) and Equ. (25), it is obvious that the
2 DCA-QOS has a higher overload probability than that of the

4-2a
2 (2AT)*~+1–(AT)*J+l

(NI+l)! + O(TM+l). (2o) FCA-QOS. This is in agreement with the result for pure FCA
and MP in [8]. An intuitive explanation is that under heavy

From Equ. (19) and (20), it is easy to conclude that the traffic condition, as there is little room for dynamically assign-
DCA-QOS has a smaller overload probability than the FCA- ing channels, DCA-QOS disrupts the more optimal packing of
QoS, since it is in a much higher order of T than that of the FCA-QOS.
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VII. NUMERICALRESULTSAND DISCUSSIONS

As special cases shed light on the advantage of DCA over
FCA, we will evaluate the exact performance of DCA-QOS by
solving Equ. (2) numerically and compare it with the perfor-
mance of FCA.

A. Experimental Set-Up

We used the same 1-D simulation system and the experi-
mental set-up as in [5] to obtain our results for the purpose
of comparison. The system consists of 10 cells arranged on a
circle so that the boundary effect can be ignored. The num-
ber (M) of distinguishable channels in the system is 40. We
assume that the call duration (1/p = 500s) is exponentially
distributed. The time a call stays in a cell before handing
off to another (1/h =: 100s) is also exponentially distributed.
We used the same performance measure as the FCA-QOS,
i.e., the new call blocking probability PB and hand-off drop-
ping probability PD. The desired maximum tolerable hand-
off dropping probabilityy PDQos is assumed to be 0.01.

B. Testing The QoS Threshold PQO,S
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Fig. 2. Comparison c~f QoS Threshold (PDCIOS = 0.01). ‘(– . –“:
FCA-QOS; “-”: DCA-QOS (PBQOS = 0.2); “- – –“: DCA-QOS
(PBQOS = 1.0); ‘(.. “: MP.

The first purpose of the experiments is to test the validity of
the derived QoS measure. Fig. 2 compares the hand-off drop-
ping probability PD among the FCA-QOS, MP and the DCA-
QoS under different QoS thresholds. For the case of the FCA-
QoS, PQO,Sis chosen to satisfy PQO,S= PDQOS. Then the re-
sulting hand-off dropping probability PD is much smaller than
PDQOS. This is because our QoS threshold (PQOs) should in-
clude both PBQOs and PDQOs as explained in Section IV. If
not, the actual QoS threshold set on the hand-off dropping
probability is much smaller than it should be. This results in
a very low hand-off dropping probabilityy PD, and is undesir-
able, since the capacity is not being fully utilized.

For the DCA-QOS with PBQOs chosen to be 1, the hand-
off dropping probability PD is almost the same as that for
MP. This is consistent to the example 3 we considered in
Section IV-B, which means that the QoS is not enforced.

When PBQOs = 0.2, DCA-QOS maintains the hand-off drop-
ping probability PD to be close to PDQOSmore consistently
than FCA-QOS where PDQOs is being used alone.

C. The Accuracy of Poisson-1ike Approximation

To illustrate the validity of Poisson-like approximation
to Pr {Ni (t 1) = k I Ni (to) = n~(to)} expressed in Corollary 1,
we will compare the cumulative distribution functions ob-

tained through Theorem 2 (F~(k)), Corollary 1 (F,,P) (k)) and

Gaussian approximation (l?}G) (k)) [5]. Since Fz(k), Fjp’ (k)

and F~G)(k) are similar for different values of Ai, p, h,
and iV7(to)’s (j = i – l,i, i + 1), we will take A~/p = 30,
Ni_ I (;.) = Ni+l (to) = 16 in the rest of this section.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the cumulative distribution functions of

F’i(k), F~p) (k) and F~G)(k) when Ni(to) = 9, 16, and 23

(from left to right). The solid lines, which are obtained
through Theorem 2, are exact cumulative distribution f unc-
tions (Fi (k)). The dashed lines are through Poisson-like ap-

proximation (F{p) (k)). The dotted lines are from the Gaus-

sian approximation (l?\G)(k)). Fig. 4 gives the errors of
Poisson-like approximation, and Gaussian approximations
for Nz(to)= 16, respectively. It is observed from the twc) fig-
ures that Poisson-1ike approximation is more accurate than
Gaussian which always underestimates the actual cumulative
distribution functions. Poisson-like approximation is very ac-
curate except for a couple of points close to the initial point
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(Nz(to) = 16). The nice property of such a approximation is gain of admission threshold for the DCA-QOS to the FCA-
that the cumulative errors made close to the initial point is QoS illustrated in the figure is getting bigger and bigger. This
complementray. does not mean that the DCA-QOS outperforms the FCA-QOS

in heavy traffic, since the de-numerator, the admission thresh-
D. Admission Thresholds for DCA-QOS and FCA-QOS old of the FCA-QOS, is approaching zero then.

One way to compare the performance of the DCA-QOS and
the FCA-QOS is to show the admission thresholds obtained
from Equ. (2) for the DCA-QOS and the FCA-QOS, respec-
tively.

Adrmd.m threshold FCA

:r————~

Fig. 5. Contour of Admission Threshold for the FCA-QOS (M=40).

Gal” of admtsston threshold CCA “.s FCA

:r~

Fig. 6. Contour of Admission Threshold Gain for the DCA-QOS over
the FCA-QOS (M=40).

The admission threshold for the FCA-QOS is shown in
Fig. 5, which reproduces the results in [5]. The X-axis and
Y-axis of Fig. 5 are the number of users in the left and the
right neighboring cells, respectively. The admission threshold
is the value of the nearest upper-right line to the reference
point . For example, if the number of users in the left and
the right neighboring cells are 2 and 3, since the nearest line
to the upper-right of the point (2,3) has value 19, the admis-
sion threshold is 19. Under heavily loaded traffic, i.e., when
the number of users in the left and the right cells approaching
the number of channels assigned to those cells, the admission
threshold will approach zero.

Fig. 6 shows the ratio of admission thresholds for the DCA-
QoS to the FCA-QOS. From Fig. 6, we can find that the gain
of admission threshold for the DCA-QOS to the FCA-QOS is
about 2 under light traffic. Under heavily loaded traffic, the

E. Performance of DCA-QOS and FCA-QOS

New oalVHandoi4 call blmkldroo rates “s load
0“

E MP dotted 1!.. .- —---- I

,0.. I I
10’ ,0’Erlmg

Fig. 7. Comparison of DCA-QOS to FCA-QOS and MP: Uniform Traffic.
(’_>> DCA-QOS; ‘(– – –“: FCA-QOS; “. .“: MP. Three curves
from the top without “+”: new call blocking probability PB. Three
curves with “+”: hand-off dropping probability PD.

To further assess the optimal performance of the dis-
tributed admission control policy with the DCA-QOS, and the
advantage of using the DC A-QOS compared with the F{OA-
QoS, we compare the performance of the DCA-QOS with that
of MP and the FCA-QOS under various traffic conditions.
PBQOs = 0.2 and PDQOs = 0.01 are used to set our QoS
threshold given in Equ. (5), and PDQOs = 0.01 is used as the
QoS threshold for the FCA-QOS.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of DCA-QOS to FCA-QOS and MP: Non-uniform
Traffic. “-”: DCA-QOS; “- – –“: FCA-QOS; “ .“: MP. Curves
with ‘(+”: Heavily-1oaded; curves wit bout “+”: Lightly-loaded.

The comparison of the DCA-QOS to MP and the FCA-
QoS under uniform traffic is shown in Fig. 7. In terms of the
blocking probability (F’B), it increases with the load for all
three policies. MP always has the lowest blocking probability
among the three policies, since no QoS is enforced to control
the hand-off dropping probability. The FCA-QOS has a higher
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Fig. 9. Comparison of DCA-QOS to FCA-QOS and MP: Non-uniform
Traffic. “-”: DCA-QOS; “- – –“: FCA-QOS; “.. .“: MP. Curves
with “+”: Heavily-loaded; curves without “+”: Lightly-loaded.

PB than the DCA-QOS. This is because DCA makes more
effective use of channels. In terms of the hand-off dropping
probability (P~), the DCA-QOS always has the lowest value
among the three policies. The PD for MP goes up with the
load, since no QoS is enforced for MP. For both the FCA-QOS
and the DC A-QOS, ~D saturates around the pre-defined value
PDQOs. The DCA-QOS always has a lower hand-off dropping
probability PD thanthe FCA-QOS. In other words, QoS is
better maintained by the DCA-QOS. We think the reason for
this is that a Gaussian approximation is used to approximate
the overload probability for the FCA-QOS [5], whereas a more
accurate model is used in this work to derive the overload
probabilities in the DCA-QOS as shown in Section VII-C.

To compare the performance of the DCA-QOS, MP, and the
FCA-QOS under nonuniform traffic, the same simulation was
used. The new call arrival rate is set to be the same every
other cell so that the neighboring cells have a different new
arrival rate, and the ratio is 2 between the heavy and the light
load5. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the new call blocking probability
(PB) and the hand-off call dropping probability (PD) of the
DCA-QOS, the FCA-QOS, and MP under nonuniform traffic,
respectively. Similar to the results under the uniform traffic,
MP has the lowest PB and the FCA-QOS has the highest
PB in both lightly-loaded and heavily-loaded cells. Referring
to Fig. 9, in lightly-loaded cells, PD has almost the same
trend for both the DCA-QOS and the FCA-QOS. In heavily-
loaded cells, however, the DCA-QOS maintains a much better
control on PD than the FCA-QOS does. Intuitively, this is
because DCA has the ability to adapt to traffic variations
automatically.

To assess how much has been gained by the DCA-QOS as
compared to the FCA-QOS in terms of the capacity, Table I
compares Erhmg load between the DCA-QOS and the FCA-
QoS when PB = 0.2,PDQOS = 0.01 and I/p = 500s. We
observed that the DCA-QOS consistently has a higher capac-
ity than the FCA-QOS under both uniform and nonuniform
traffic. In particular, compared with the FCA-QOS, the DCA-

QoS has the highest gain of 30% in capacity for non-uniform
traffic at lightly-loaded cells. This is because the DCA is ef-
fective to adapt to channel allocation to non-uniform trafic,
and works the best under light load. When the load is heavy,
the gain reduces to 17% since the heavy load leaves a little
for dynamically allocating the channels.

TABLE I

COMPARESONOF Erlang LOAD WHENTHE OVERLOADPROBABILITYIS
0.01.

Traffic Type DCA-QOS FCA-QOS Gain (~

Uniform 20.57 16.84

3

22.15
Non-uniform (Light) 13.94 10.71 30.16
Non-uniform (Heavy) 20.37 17.41 17.00

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have analyzed the performance of dis-
tributed admission control with dynamic channel alloca-
tion and QoS provisioning. We have first derived a novel
QoS threshold which maintains the QoS on hand-off drop-
ping probabilities consistently under both uniform and non-
uniform conditions. We have then investigated the DCA-QOS
in such a way that a performance bound is provided on how
well DCA can possibly do under the given QoS constraint
in the given setting. Under the special cases, we found ana-
lytically that the DCA is better than the FCA-QOS in light
traffic conditions. We have found empirically that the capac-
ity (in Erlang) gain due to using the DCA is 1770 to 30~o
under various traffic conditions. As our results are derived
for 1-D system, the approach can be readily extended to 2-D
systems.
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